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ABOUT US
Amit Dixit Design Ltd is a London based Luxury Design Studio
offering high-end luxury interior design, interior architecture,
FF&E and design consultancy services in various sectors of
design projects based in the UK and abroad.
With the amplified experience and amidst of the rapidly
evolving industry, we are able to deliver high-end design
and achieve bespoke design language required for individual clients, besides the start to finish luxury interior and
architectural design services.
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DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
Projects we undertake, our design philosophy starts with
our client’s brief and their vision. We lead our project in a
way where our client’s vision takes first priority along with
our specialised design skills to give our project the right direction. Our focus is on building a strong client relationship
so that we can tailor to individual requirements.
Luxury stays at the heart of our company. Luxury also brings
responsibility to the design industry. As a conscious choice
in our design process, we avoid any materials which harm
our environment. We achieve luxury without using materials which are made out of animal products such as leather
and also some other wood-based products which harms
the forests and wildlife.
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SECTORS

RESIDENTIAL
IMAGE COURTESY : MELT DESIGN HUB

HOSPITALITY
RETAIL, OFFICES & MIXED-USE
WELLNESS
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EXPERIENCE
Amit Dixit is the founder and company director of Luxury
Interior and Architectural Design studio Amit Dixit Design
Ltd. Before establishing his own practice in 2017, Amit has
worked with many high-end design studios as a senior designer and luxury residential developers’ in-house team as
Design Director, overseeing some of London’s ultra-highend interior and architectural projects.
Some of the projects he worked on in the past have
changed London’s skyline in recent years. He has worked
on a range of projects in the sector of high-end residential,
hospitality, retail, office, mixed-use as well as wellness. With
his experience and expertise in the luxury design market
and a very strong design philosophy along with great collaborating teams, Amit Dixit Design Ltd can offer excellent
services to the clients.
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SERVICES

INTERIOR DESIGN
INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE
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DESIGN CONSULTANCY
FF&E
BESPOKE ARTWORK
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COLLABORATIONS
We have been collaborating with some of the best companies in the luxury design industry. Apart from our list of
suppliers, we have been collaborating with various companies who are specialized in heritage and listed buildings,
MEP, A/V, Luxury brands and many more.
If you or your company wish to collaborate with us on any
of your UK or overseas projects, feel free to get in touch
with us on info@amitdixitdesign.com or on +44-7956449523.
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GET IN TOUCH WITH US
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